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Multipurpose Platform: 
multilayer O(10×10m) RPC/GEM or other detectors 

百平米、三明治构型（in/out, 中间为空气、材料等）、模块化（多个1-10平米模

块、不同组协调、optional detector for 电子/光子）
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Either using cosmic muons or beams,  although the requirement on detector will be 
different (e.g., cosmic muons need larger area)
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Probing and Knocking with Muons
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Prelude-1:   Muon Tomography
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JCAP
2018

● Cosmic-ray muons can be exploited as tool to probe 
the interior of large scale objects: Muographers2023.

● Rich applications on e.g., Meteorology, Archeology
● Muon Tomography Algorithms being further developed
● Precision measurement of cosmic muons still 

necessary  (direction, momentum, altitudes…)

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1475-7516/2018/01/001
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1475-7516/2018/01/001
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1203839/timetable/?view=standard
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-022-10471-1
https://www.nature.com/articles/nature24647
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s41605-020-00179-9


Prelude-2:   NA64, DarkShine, LDMX, MMM
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● Muon Philic Dark Matter may be possible or necessary!
● Electron/Muons on Target Experiments
● DarkShine is ~ LDMX based on Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility
● MMM (M3) is a US proposed muon-LDMX experiment

○ Intrigued by a proposal based on CERN NA64   
○ “a lower-energy, e.g. 15 GeV, muon beam allows for greater muon track 

curvature and, therefore, a more compact experimental design...”

NA64mu 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.03144
https://indico.ihep.ac.cn/event/17768/
https://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/display/MME/Light+Dark+Matter+Experiment
https://lssf.cas.cn/en/facilities-view.jsp?id=ff8080814ff56599014ff599b8550033
https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.03144
https://arxiv.org/abs/1412.1400
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2401.01708.pdf


Prelude-3:   exotic Dark Matter
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● A large amount of dark matter is 
concentrated near the Earth, and 
their speed is very low, making it 
difficult to cause recoil signals in 
experiments. (大量暗物质集中在
地球附近，它们的速度很低，很难
在实验中引起足够的反冲信号)

● As we will see,  muon DM 
scattering experiment 
(PKMuon) depends minorly on 
DM velocity

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.131.011005


Prelude-4:  Melody, CIADS, HIAF Muon beams
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Melody:   approved and the first Chinese Muon beam will be built in 5 years. 

~30 MeV,  ~100 MeV,              ~1GeV

https://indico.ihep.ac.cn/event/20601/
https://indico.ihep.ac.cn/event/20601/timetable/?view=standard#29-ciads-and-its-plan-of-muon
https://indico-tdli.sjtu.edu.cn/event/1465/timetable/?view=standard#51-toward-a-muon-source-in-hia
http://csns.ihep.cas.cn/ywdt/202311/t20231116_763353.html


Muon Tomography
缪子成像

Muon Tomography and Muon-DM scattering 

Dark Matter Search
暗物质寻找
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A proposed PKU-Muon experiment for 
muon tomography and dark matter search
Based on  RPC,  GEM,   AT-TPC, etc.

PKU RPC宇宙射线成像系统
(2013-2014)  Being Upgraded!

实测偏转角数据(49小时）
Real Data (49 hrs’ data)

缪子穿过空气及不同质量暗物
质的模拟结果
Geant4 simulation results for 
muon scattering with air or DM

Preliminary
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Muon DM Box experiment:  qualitative estimation 
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Notice for high speed muons, it is 
appropriate to treat DM as frozen in 
the detector volume (V ), and the 
estimated rate per second could be: 

One year 
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Cos θ distribution in air has no obvious 
difference between that in a vacuum. 
Considering cost and technical difficulty, 
vacuuming of the boxes is not necessary 
in Phase I of the project.

Cosθ distributions in Maxwell-Bolzmann 
velocity distribution and a constant velocity 
distribution are similar. Therefore, our 
signal distribution and detection is not 
sensitive to the DM velocity model.

As the DM mass increases, a larger fraction 
occupies the region of large scattering 
angles, resulting a more pronounced 
discrepancy between the signal and 
background.

Muon DM Box experiment: Geant4 Simulation 
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Muon DM Box experiment: Geant4 Simulation 
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Muon DM Box experiment: exotic scenario 

https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.131.011005


Muon DM Beam experiment: qualitative estimation
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The estimated rate per second: 

Notice the surrounding area is 
around  100 cubic centimeters.

One year 
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Simulating 1 GeV muon beam hit 
lead plate passing through GEM 
detector:  the inner diameter of our 
CGEM detector is designed to be 
50 mm, which is 5 times the
beam spot.

Orange surfaces are drift 
cathodes. The blue surfaces are 
GEM foils. The green surfaces are 
PCBs. The yellow lines are muons 
tracks. The red curves are 
electron tracks. The green lines 
are photons.

Muon DM Beam experiment: Geant4 Simulation 

Cylindrical GEM (CGEM) detector structure for BESIII inner tracker system upgrade 
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Muon DM Beam experiment: Geant4 Simulation 
If the scattering angle is large enough, muons 
may hit the surrounding detector. 
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Muon DM Beam experiment: Geant4 Simulation 
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Cosmic Muon direction at different altitudes 
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We extend the native Geant4 physics list by 
introducing the muon-DM elastic scattering process.

Sensitivities can be enhanced in the 
exotic scenario as mentioned previously.  

Such type of precision measurement itself 
should be an interesting topic



 Cosmic Mu+ - Electron Scattering
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Cosmic muon on target exp. 
● 1 µ →  2 µ
● ~10^3 mu/s for 1 m^2 detector
● Generator simulation? 

○ Energy Convolution    
● Time variation Z’

● mu+Nuclei->leptoquark?
● 1µ →  3µ   in next page!

First ever limit on CLFV Lmm*Lme?!

https://indico.ihep.ac.cn/event/16917/attachments/24604/27845/SYSU-PKU_online.pdf


A proposed PKU-Muon experiment for 
muon tomography and dark matter search
Based on  RPC,  GEM,   AT-TPC, etc.

● Muon Tomography
○ RPC (~0.5 year), GEM  (~1 year)
○ Algorithm development & fast detection  (~1 year)

■ Engineering, Archaeology (2-5 years)
○ Muon Radar:  cosmic muon precision measurement

■ Various altitude &  direction and/or momentum  (~1-2 years)
■ Connects with Atmospheric science (2-3 years)

● Muon Dark Matter Scattering     (also Axion?)
○ RPC  (~0.5-1 year), GEM  (~1-1.5 year), AT-TPC  (~1-2 year)
○ DM in a box   (~0.5-2 year)
○ Angle difference at different altitudes  (~2-4 years)

● Various kinds of experiments with Muon Beam   (~5-10 years)
○ DM in a box     Or    MMM-type    →  DM,  CLFV



Muon-Box  →  Magicube  → Cube-Telescope?
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Ref:  MMM US MMM projected sensitivity.

Notice the limit is set on couplings 
and not directly on muon-DM 
scattering cross sections.

However, the Phase I result should 
correspond to 
Xsec  ~  10^-33 cm^2 

And Phase 2 results will be much 
stronger.

For lower energy muon beam, we 
might be exploring lower DM mass 
region.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.03144
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Ref:  MMM Ref:  NA64mu VS

https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.03144
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2401.01708.pdf
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Ref:   DarkShine  Ref:  NA64eVS

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/s11433-022-1983-8.pdf?pdf=button
https://arxiv.org/abs/2307.02404

